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1 Introduction
1.1 Overview of D3.3
This deliverable is to describe the prototypes and the demonstrators of the outcomes of WP3
(Extracting City Knowledge for Intelligent Services) reported in Deliverable 3.2 (Big Data
Analytics Framework report – first release). In the proposed architecture, city data processing
module extracts city knowledge for intelligent services by analysing city data collected by city
resource access module (Figure 1). The city data processing module is composed of different
functionalities, namely, 1) data/event processing, 2) machine learning, and 3) big data analysis,
being developed at different partners in BigClouT project, in such a way that different modules
can interact with each other for achieving various types of analytics to fulfil the requirements of
the project.

TSU
ICCS

TSU, ENG

FIGURE 1: CITY DATA PROCESSING BLOCKS INVOLVED IN THE DEMONSTRATION
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1.2 Objectives and goal of demonstration
This deliverable (D3.3) aims at presenting prototypes and demonstrators of the functionalities of
the city data processing module. For this purpose, we take a modular approach where the
prototype and demonstrator of each functionality is presented individually. In addition, we
present an integrated demonstrator where different functionalities cooperate for achieving
complicated analysis over city data. Unlike D3.2, this deliverable focuses on deployment and usage
of each functionality whereas technical details, such as functional description and implementation
details are provided in D3.2. To make it possible for readers to run the prototypes and
demonstrators, we also provide necessary instructions of how to reuse the prototypes, i.e.,
download links, license information, installation instructions, package information, and user
manuals. All demonstrations in this deliverable are summarized as follows:
1. Section 2 demonstrates Data Event Processing functionality that collects environmental
data in Fujisawa city via sensiNact gateway, and monitors the amount of PM2.5 in all
villages in Fujisawa city by using both JsSpinner/StreamOLAP.
2. Section 3 demonstrates Big Data Analysis functionality that deploys KNOWAGE to analyze
the data about Fujisawa’s road damage probability gathered daily by garbage trucks
moving around the city.
3. Section 4 demonstrates Machine Learning, Predictive Modeling and Decision making
functionalities that introduce the recommendation service includes the delivery of a
heating schedule to the households.
4. Section 5 demonstrates Visualization that deploys KNOWAGE to visualize the information
about Fujisawa’s city road damages.
5. Section 6 demonstrates Context Management and self-awareness functionality by
deploying “Deep on Edge” to capture the video image of road condition with the degree of
detection confidence.
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2 Data Event Processing Prototype and Demonstration
2.1 JsSpinner/StreamOLAP
2.1.1
2.1.1.1

Demonstration
Description

Ambient air pollution has been closely associated with adverse health effects, such as cardiac and
respiratory diseases. A recent research [1] has shown that high concentration of PM2.5 is
associated with high blood pressure and cardiovascular events. Moreover, the study [2] has
shown that there is an increased likelihood of morning hypertension, under the condition of high
PM2.5 and low temperature.
This demonstration analyzes the environmental data in Fujisawa city and “Monitor the Amount of
PM2.5 in all Villages in Fujisawa City” in real time. Fujisawa city is one of Japan’s most popular
tourist spots. Her historical places and beautiful beaches attract a lot of visitors from Japan and
around the world. Therefore, to guarantee the well-beings of all city citizens and visitors, closely
monitoring the amount of PM2.5 in the air is very crucial. For example, at areas with high
concentration of PM2.5, city staffs may be able to inform city citizens about the health risks,
provide appropriate health preventions/aids, and ultimately find the root of causes and make the
air quality to normality before serious health problem happens.
2.1.1.2

Overview

The overall picture of this demonstration is illustrated in Figure 2. At different areas of Fujisawa
city, sensors are attached to garbage collecting cars. Those sensors send environmental
information (location, PM2.5, temperature, pressure, altitude, wind speed, etc.) in real time to
StreamOLAP system. StreamOLAP system applies various OLAP operations to analyse the
received information, and sends the in-depth-analysed results to the administrative staffs in real
time.
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FIGURE 2: OVERVIEW OF THE DEMONSTRATION

2.1.1.3

Demonstrator

Sensors attached to garbage collecting cars in Fujisawa city collect real-time environmental data
with respect to different areas in the city. Those environmental data are made accessible to
StreamOLAP by using sensiNact gateway. In this demonstration, the following environmental
data are used:




Area name (village name)
Temperature range (cool, chilly, warm , hot)
PM2.5

Therefore, there are two-dimensional tables (Area and Temperature), which are useful for OLAP
analysis.
Notice that, in this demonstration, the system accepts jaql-like query language [3]. A Web user
interface of this system is provided so that users can submit queries to StreamOLAP system as
shown in Figure 3.
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FIGURE 3: INPUT QUERY

After queries are submitted to the system, the Web user interface is used to extract results at
various aggregation levels (e.g., roll up, drill down, sum, min, max). The results are in the forms of
tables, charts, and graphs.
Figure 4 shows sample output results of the demo. As can be seen, the system provides useful
options. For example, administrative staffs can choose to get the analysed results at dimension
“areaID” or the combined dimensions of “areaID” and “temperatureID”.

FIGURE 4: OUTPUT SHOWING THE AMOUNT OF PM2.5 WITH RESPECT TO DIFFERENT AREAS
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2.1.2

Package information and Installation instructions

JsSpinner is a stream processing engine to process (filter, integrate, and/or aggregate) streams
for subsequent data analysis. To run it, a Linux-box running Ubuntu is required. JsSpinner uses
different packages. The instruction is as follows:






2.1.3
2.1.3.1

Install required packages and libraries for Boost and g++:
o apt-get install python-dev gccxml gzip
o apt-get install xsltproc docbook-xsl docbook-xml
o apt-get install build-essential g++ autotools-dev libicu-dev build-essential libbz2dev
o apt-get install zlib1g-dev
o apt-get install libevent-dev
o apt-get install curl libcurl3 libcurl3-dev php5-mcrypt php5-curl
Get and install Boost libraries 1.49.0 with the following modifications:
o Download boost libraries 1.49.0 "wget -c
http://sourceforge.net/projects/boost/files/boost/1.49.0/boost_1_49_0.tar.gz/d
ownload"
o Extract "tar zxvf boost_1_49_0.tar.gz"
o Execute the following commands from the "boost_1_49_0" folder to remove the
bug from boost libraries:
 ~/Downloads/boost_1_49_0$ grep -r "TIME_UTC" *
 ~/Downloads/boost_1_49_0$ find . -name "*.*" -exec sed -i
"s/TIME_UTC/TIME_UTC_/g" {} \;
o Build the libraries ~/Downloads/boost_1_49_0$ ./bootstrap.sh -withlibraries=all
o Install the libraries ~/Downloads/boost_1_49_0$ sudo ./b2 install
JsSpinner requires our locally developed Query Parser to parse queries written in Jaql
o Download the Query Parser and start it as follows before executing the JsSpinner
o Install JDK if it is not available
o sudo apt-get install openjdk-6-jdk
o Install Eclipse
o Import jsspinnercompiler-master project into Eclipse
o Add the existing .Jar files into the project by right clicking on the
jsspinnercompiler-master project->Properties->Libraries->Add JARS and adding
antlr and gson .Jar files from the lib folder
o Run the following two files from the specified folders to start the Query Parser
 src/others/Run.java
 src/test/JSSchemaServer.java

User Manual
Supported Queries

JsSpinner supports Continuous Queries (CQs) and Smart Continuous Queries (SCQ) while
ordinary CQs are supported by most of the existing stream processing engines. Users can register
Ordinary CQs to perform typical stream processing operations including select, filter, aggregate,
join, group-by, etc.
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Sample CQ:

std::string query1 =
"stream1 = readFromWrapper (\"performanceTestStream1\", true) ;\
stream2 = readFromWrapper (\"performanceTestStream2\", false) ;\
tmp1 = stream1 -> window[range "+ stream1WindowSize +" seconds] ;\
tmp2 = stream2 -> window[rows "+ stream2WindowSize +"] ; \
j = join s in tmp1, d in tmp2 where s.A == d.A into {s.B, d.C};\
j -> istream;";
2.1.3.2

Configuration Files

JsSpinner requires one configuration file named "JStreamSpinner.conf". Sample configuration files
along with the description of required parameters are available in the config folder of the
JsSpinner code.
2.1.3.3



Compiling and Executing JsSpinner
Compilation
o jsspinner/jsonstream$ make
Execution
o jsspinner/jsonstream$ ./main.exe

Once under execution, JsSpinner/StreamingCube can accept queries (CQs/SCQs) through the
ports specified in the configuration file.
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2.1.4

Download-Source Code Repository

The source code can be downloaded from the following link.
http://www.streamspinner.org/streamingcube/download.html
In side the download folder, JsSpinner is in directory “jsonstream”. Inside that directory, there are
four main components as shown in Figure 5:
1. src:
Is a folder that contains all source codes. The details are explained in next section
2. main.exe:
Is the executable file.
3. Makefile:
The system is compiled by using the Makefile. When compiling, if more dependent
libraries are required, just add the full paths of those libraries into "LIBDIR" and
"INCLUDES".
4. configure:
Is a folder that contains all configuration files of the system.

FIGURE 5: SOURCE CODE PACKAGE STRUCTURE
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The source folder src contains the sub-folders as shown in Figure 5. Each sub-folder contain
various classes. The main tasks of each sub-folder are summarized as follow:























2.1.5
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BinaryJson:
Maintain JSON specifications that are supported by the system.
Command:
Is responsible for accepting the commands, and triggering the system based on the
accepting commands.
Common:
Maintain the management of the types of JSON.
Configure:
Maintain all configuration files, which are required for the initialization of the system.
Dispatcher:
Is responsible for accepting input from wrapper and send to the system.
Internal:
Allocate and manage memory for queues and synopsis.
IO:
Create synthetic input data streams or accept the input data streams.
OLAP:
Maintain main processing of StreamOLAP.
Operator:
Maintain all supported operators (i.e., LeafOpeartor, RootOperator, JoinOperator,...) of the
system.
Parser:
Manage the input and output of the registered queries.
Plan:
Generate query plan and instantiate operators by query intermediate representation.
Query:
Parse the input queries and register them to the system. It is also responsible for managing
the input and output of the registered queries.
Scheduler:
Maintain information about the processing orders of all operators.
Schema:
Register schema information.
Server:
Is responsible for initializing all modules in the system, which initializes the
JsSpinner/StreamOLAP. It is also responsible for processing all operators against the
incoming streams.
Test:
Contain the main class of the system. The input query is defined here.
Utility:
Manage the utilizations of CPU, generation of timestamp, and other system's statuses.
Wrapper:
Read the wrapper specification in the wrapper folder, and register each wrapper. It is also
responsible for parsing the input data streams into elements recognized by the system.
Licensing Information

Currently JsSpinner is a copyright © 2018 product and is distributed by Kitagawa Data
Engineering Laboratory, University of Tsukuba under the Apache License, Version 2.0. For more
information, referring to the detail information following the link
http://www.streamspinner.org/streamingcube/documentation.html
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3 Big Data Analysis
3.1 KNOWAGE Delivery and Usage
3.1.1

Demonstration

This section of the document describes a possible scenario that is currently under investigation
about Big Data Analytics exploiting KNOWAGE’s capabilities. It is important to underline that this
scenario is not intended to be the final one and it might be susceptible to changes.
3.1.1.1

Overview

The aim of this demonstration is to analyse data about Fujisawa’s road damage probability
gathered daily by garbage trucks moving around the city. The output of the analysis will be an
ordered list of the most damaged areas in the city that will be used by Fujisawa’s municipality in
order to schedule the proper controls or maintenance services. As a result, the analysis will
produce information about the most damaged areas in the city. Figure 6 illustrates the global
schema of the demonstration.

FIGURE 6: KNOWAGE DEMONSTRATOR SCENARIO

Data gathered daily by the garbage trucks will be provided as csv file and stored in an HDFS based
infrastructure for future historical analysis. The aim is to connect this HDFS infrastructure with
KNOWAGE in order to perform analysis on historical data. The specific HDFS platform to be used
is currently under investigation.
3.1.1.2
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Analysis

At the time this document is written, a small subset of the data is used. This dataset contains the
damage probability measurements of a single day and is composed by the following fields:






time: the time of the day the measurement was taken
carnum: the identifier of the garbage truck
latitude: the latitude of the measurement
longitude: the longitude of the measurement
damage_probability: the damage probability in the specific location taken by the garbage
truck in the specific time of the day

The data is provided in form of csv file and then loaded into KNOWAGE’s server through the File
dataset type. Figure 7 depicts the dataset loaded into KNOWAGE’s server and Figure 8 shows the
preview of the data.

FIGURE 7: FUJISAWA ROAD DAMAGE PROBABILITY DATASET

FIGURE 8: FUJISAWA ROAD DAMAGE PROBABILITY PREVIEW

Two different analysis are currently under development over this dataset. In both cases, the aim
is to divide Fujisawa’s city area into sub-areas by using a square grid and get the most critical area
in the city. Dividing the overall city area into a grid allows to group the measurements taking into
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account the specific feature of the grid each measurement falls into. In particular, the analysis
under development are:
1. The first analysis will show how many measures in a city area exceed a threshold (e.g. 0.5).
It takes the provided measurements as input and will estimate the most critical areas in
the city.
2. The second analysis will estimate the status of each city area. The output of this analysis
will suggest which city area has the highest damage probability. The estimation will be
evaluated by calculating the number of measurements grouped into the following
categories:
 Low Damage Risk: if most of the measurements does not exceed the value of
0.3.
 Medium Damage Risk: if most of the measurements does not exceed the value
of 0.6.
 High Damage Risk: if most of the measurements exceed the value of 0.6.
Moreover, a specific numerical value will be evaluated and used to provide the list of the
most critical areas in the city.
3.1.2

Package information and Installation instructions

KNOWAGE is available in two versions: the Community Edition (KNOWAGE CE) and the
Enterprise Edition (KNOWAGE EE); KNOWAGE CE is freely available, whereas KNOWAGE EE is
available only by subscription.
KNOWAGE CE installation packages can be downloaded from a dedicated web pages [4]; it
requires at least 2 GB of free space on file system and 3 GB of RAM; installation packages are
available for Windows and Linux-Ubuntu OS; to properly install and run KNOWAGE CE it is
necessary to have previously installed Java SE Development Kit 8u161 [5] and MySQL Server 5.5
[6], or alternatively MariaDB Server 10.2 [7]. More details are available at [8].
This section, as well as section 5.1, refers to the KNOWAGE CE version of the suite.
3.1.3

User Manual

KNOWAGE’s main point of access is its GUI. After a successful login, the user will access the home
page depicted in Figure 9.
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FIGURE 9: KNOWAGE HOME

He/she can access the functionalities by clicking on the top left button and the main menu will be
visible, Figure 10.

FIGURE 10: KNOWAGE MENU

This section of the document covers the steps needed to:



Create a new Data Source
Create a new Dataset

By creating a Data Source, the user will be able to use its data in analysis through the definition of
a Datasets. Indeed, a Dataset is the portion of data used to perform analysis. Datasets can be
retrieved by querying the previously defined Data Sources or from external data providers.
Create a new Data Source
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In order to create a new Data Source, the user should first check if the proper java driver is
correctly deployed into the application server. For instance, in case of a MySQL data source and
Apache Tomcat [9] as application server, the user should check for the presence of the “mysqlconnector-java-<VERSION>-bin.jar” into the folder “<path_to_tomcat>/lib”. This first step is
mandatory, since the connection to those type of Data Sources cannot be established, if the driver
is not deployed.
The user should now open the Data Sources management page by clicking on the proper link in
the main menu under the Data Providers section, as illustrated in Figure 11.

FIGURE 11: KNOWAGE DATA PROVIDER MENU SECTION

The Data Source management page lists the existing data sources in the right panel and by clicking
on the plus button a new Data Source can be defined. Figure 12 shows the Data Source page layout.

FIGURE 12: KNOWAGE DATA SOURCE

In order to properly define the Data source, the user must specify its dialect and a unique label.
Moreover, the user should specify if the data source should be Read Only or Read and Write. In
case of Read Only data sources, additional temporary tables will not be written in the data source.
In case of Read and Write data sources KNOWAGE’s temporary tables will be written in the data
source. The user must then select the type of the Data Source choosing between JDBC and JNDI
and enter the required information. Specifically, by selecting JDBC the user has to insert the URL
and the driver and the username and password, if authentication is required. By selecting JNDI,
the user should specify the connection string defined into the application server.
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The user should than test the connection by clicking on the TEST button and save the new Data
Source if test is successful.
Create a new Dataset
In order to create a new Dataset, the user should click on the proper link in the Data Provider
section of the main menu, Figure 11. The Dataset management page (Figure 13) lists the existing
datasets in the right panel and by clicking on the plus button a new Dataset can be defined.

FIGURE 13: DATASET CREATION LAYOUT

The Dataset creation widget is divided in three subsections:
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Detail: which allows the user to insert some metadata about the new Dataset (Figure 14:
Dataset Detail subsection). It is mandatory to define a unique label and a name for the new
Dataset. Moreover, it is mandatory to select a scope for the Dataset which can assume one
of the following values:
o User: which limits the scope of the dataset to the user who’s creating it.
o Enterprise: which grants the visibility of the dataset to every users.
o Technical: which limits the visibility of the dataset to technical users.

FIGURE 14: DATASET DETAIL SUBSECTION



Type: which allow to select the type of the Dataset (Figure 15) and to configure its specific
properties.

FIGURE 15: DATASET TYPE SELECTION
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Advanced: which provides advanced operation on dataset, Figure 16. For instance, this
section provides, among other functionalities, the possibility to persist the dataset in
KNOWAGE’s internal cache.

FIGURE 16: DATASET ADVANCED FUNCTIONALITIES

KNOWAGE supports, at the time this document is written, several dataset types:












Query: performing a query over an already defined Data Source, following its dialect.
Flat: this dataset type is also related to Data Sources. This dataset type will contain a
complete table of a selected Data Source.
Query by Example (QbE): this dataset type is retrieved from a Data source whose schema
was used to create a Business Model. The Business Model creation is out of the scope of
this document.
File: by selecting this type, the dataset will contain the data coming from a csv or an xls
file uploaded by the user.
Java Class: the dataset is retrieved from a java class loaded into KNOWAGE’s application
server
Script: the dataset is retrieved from a Javascript or a Groovy script.
Ckan: the dataset is retrieved from a specific resource in a CKAN repository.
REST: the dataset is retrieved from a RESTful API.
Solr: the dataset is retrieved by querying a Solr endpoint.
SPARQL: the dataset is retrieved by querying a SPARQL endpoint

In this section will be provided examples for Query, CKAN and REST datasets.
In order to create a Query dataset a Data Source is mandatory since the query will be executed
over an existing data source. As a matter of fact, by selecting the Query type from the list depicted
in Figure 15, the user has to select a Data Source and he has to write a query following its specific
dialect. Moreover, he can define parameters in the query by using KNOWAGE’s specific syntax
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$P{parameter_name} and configure it in the parameters section of the form. Figure 17 illustrates
an example of query over a MySQL data source using parameters.

FIGURE 17: EXAMPLE OF QUERY DATASET

REST Dataset does not need the definition of any Data Sources. By selecting REST from the list of
types in the list at Figure 15 it is mandatory to insert the url of the services and its http method
and a request body if needed. Optionally, the user should insert request headers in the proper
section, Figure 18.
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FIGURE 18: REST DATASET DEFINITION

Moreover, the user should choose if using the JSONPath notation to access the payload or in case
the REST service is NGSI compliant he can select the NGSI option, Figure 19.
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FIGURE 19: REST DATASET, RESPONSE PAYLOAD MANAGEMENT

In order to define a CKAN Datasets, the URL of a CSV or XLS resource belonging to the CKAN
repository should be specified. The user should insert specific CSV or XLS properties such as the
delimiter or the encoding for the CSV type. It is mandatory to insert the CKAN id of the resource
and its URL. Figure 20 depicts the form for the CKAN CSV type.

FIGURE 20: CKAN DATASET DEFINITION
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In order to properly store a Dataset, the user must visualize its preview by clicking the proper
button. The preview helps the user to validate the dataset. Moreover, the user should manage the
Dataset field’s metadata by clicking the proper button. Dataset’s fields’ metadata could assume
one of the following values:




Attribute: the field can be used as a label or a grouping property in analytical documents.
Measure: the field would be used as value to be analysed into the documents.
Spatial Attribute: the field would be used as input for map widgets; this widget is
currently in an early stage and it will be released in next versions of KNOWAGE CE [10].

Additional and more detailed information about the usage of KNOWAGE can be found in [11].
3.1.4

Download – Source Code Repository

Installation packages of KNOWAGE CE (current release 6.2) are available at [4], whereas its source
code is available on a dedicated GitHub page [12]. The installation of the tools takes advantage of
an interactive wizard, Figure 21, where the user has to select the installation folder and the default
database to be used. For instance, an inner MariaDB or an external MySQL server. By selecting
MariaDB no further operations are needed. By selecting MySQL, the user has to specify the server
URL, port, username and password. The installer will then deploy the framework using Tomcat as
application server creating two databases into the selected server. These databases are,
respectively, knowage_ce which is the main database used by KNOWAGE and a demo database
named Foodmart.

FIGURE 21: KNOWLAGE INSTALLATION WIZARD

3.1.5
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Licensing information

Source code of KNOWAGE CE is released under the terms of GNU Affero GPL v3 [13]
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4 Machine Learning, Predictive Modelling and Decision making
4.1Recommendation Service: Delivery and Usage
4.1.1

Demonstrator

Examples of end-user queries
An indicative use case of our recommendation service includes the delivery of a heating schedule,
which will be applied to a flat. The user of the application receives the top scheduling
recommendations and chooses one to be automatically applied for the following hours of interest.
For example, a resident of a 60 m2 flat in the Camden borough with northern orientation wishes
to receive an economical heating for the following ten hours. Using the web user interface
provided by Neo4j, the user of our application could perform queries as shown below.
1. Visualization of open data regarding external weather conditions and temperature inside
flats for a specific time.

FIGURE 22: EXAMPLE OF A QUERY TO NEO4J WEB INTERFACE, RETRIEVING NODES CONTAINING OPEN
DATA AND USER-GENERATED DATA
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2. Query to retrieve ratings and schedules, at a certain moment for all users

FIGURE 23: EXAMPLE OF QUERY TO NEO4J WEB INTERFACE, RETRIEVING NODES RELATED TO RATINGS
AND SCHEDULES, AT A CERTAIN MOMENT FOR ALL USERS

3. Query to retrieve user preferences for a specific user

FIGURE 24: EXAMPLE OF QUERY TO NEO4J WEB INTERFACE, RETRIEVING NODES RELATED USER
PREFERENCES, BASED ON THE INFORMATION THEY PROVIDED, WHILE REGISTERING TO THE SYSTEM

4. Recommendation based on orientation, surface, desired temp, desired humidity,
consumer profile, current temperature, current humidity and returning schedule

FIGURE 25: EXAMPLE OF A RECOMMENDATION QUERY FOR A HEATING SCHEDULES OF A FLAT FOR THE
NEXT HOURS

Our Service exposes a RESTful web service, which allows the integration with other tools, services.
Additionally, we have implemented a web interface, so end-users are able to connect to the
service. This way, we could perform queries and retrieve a recommendation for the supported
use cases.
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FIGURE 26: PROTOTYPE OF OUR DEVELOPED GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE HOSTED IN OKEANOS CLOUD
SERVER. IT PROVIDES QUICK ACCESS TO END-USERS OF THE APPLICATION.

4.1.2
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Package information and Installation instructions
Operating System: We have tested the platform on Windows 10 and Ubuntu 18 but all of
the software listed here is available in a large number of other distributions.
Port Forwarding: Both on Windows and Ubuntu we have to allow traffic to ports 80 for
the web user interface, 1880 for the node-red and 7474 for the Neo4J.
Java: Most of the systems used are built on top of java engines so a Java distribution needs
to be installed in the system before anything else.
o On Ubuntu machines a simple list of commands is enough to install the latest
distribution of Java:
 sudo add-apt-repository ppa:webupd8team/java
 sudo apt-get update
 sudo apt-get install -y oracle-java8-installer
 sudo apt-get update
o On Windows machines we have to download the appropriate installer from
https://java.com/en/download and execute it
Node.js: Before installing Node-Red, a Node.js installation is required. We have installed
Node.js version v8.9.3.
o On Ubuntu machines we have to run the following commands:
 sudo apt-get update
 sudo apt-get upgrade
 sudo apt-get install node.js -y
 sudo apt-get install npm -y
o On Windows machines we can download the appropriate installer from
https://nodejs.org/en/download and execute it.
Node-Red: Node-RED is a powerful visual tool for wiring together hardware devices, APIs
and web-services, create flows and connect distributed components into a common IoT
application [https://nodered.org/].
o Installing Node-Red: The easiest way to install Node-RED is to use the node
package
manager,
npm,
which
comes
with
Node.js
[https://nodered.org/docs/getting-started/installation]. Installing as a global
module adds the command “node-red” to your system path:
 For Ubuntu:
 sudo npm install -g --unsafe-perm node-red
 For Windows execute CMD with administrator rights and then execute:
 npm install -g --unsafe-perm node-red

Version: We have installed Node-Red v0.17.5
Running: after installing Node-Red as a global npm package, open a terminal and
run the “node-red” command. You can then access the Node-RED editor by
pointing your browser at: http://localhost:1880
o After accessing the editor you have to left click on the menu button (three lines on
the top right corner), then click on manage palette, switch to the install tab and
search for the node-red-contrib-neo4j package and install it. This will add the node
required by our flows ensuring the dependency.
Neo4j: In the recent years, Graph Databases have been applied in many domains such as
semantic web, social networking and recommendation systems. They can efficiently
handle big data problems, involving complex interconnected information, capture
semantics, store, retrieve and manipulate big volumes of complex data [14]. By supporting
the interrelation of data, graph databases permit the fast traversals along the edges
between vertices and as models optimized for processing dense, interrelated datasets
allow the detection of correlations and patterns [15] [16]. A key design characteristic for
a database is its compliance to ACID (atomicity, consistency, isolation, durability)
properties. Neo4j Graph Database is a fully ACID transactional database [17], guaranteeing
reliable transactions and data integrity. In [18] a data model was introduced for timevarying social networks represented as graphs in the Neo4j graph database, collecting
data using wearable sensors. They found graph databases very well suited to their use
case due to the support for the property graph data model, the persistent, transactional
storage of graphs, the support for deep graph analytics via efficient many-hop traversals
and the usefulness of Cypher [19] [20] declarative query language as well. As they
observed Neo4j proved to perform well when querying the sample dataset, performing
exploratory data analysis, and research-oriented data mining. Most graph-based methods
create only an edge between nodes to describe the interaction between a user and an item.
However, these methods ignore the contextual information which may be crucial in some
applications. It is observed that a user under different circumstances shows different
preferences, so a recommendation system should take into consideration the decision
context and the available additional information such as time, weather and location [21]
[22]. In order to achieve a higher throughput we have followed the clustering approach
installing:
o Version: Neo4j enterprise edition 3.2.3
o On Ubuntu machines we must execute the following commands in order to install
Neo4J:
 wget -O - https://debian.neo4j.org/neotechnology.gpg.key | sudo apt-key
add –
 echo 'deb http://debian.neo4j.org/repo stable/' >/tmp/neo4j.list
 sudo mv /tmp/neo4j.list /etc/apt/sources.list.d
 sudo apt-get update
 sudo apt-get install neo4j -y
 sudo service neo4j restart
o On
Windows
we
can
follow
the
guide
found
at
https://neo4j.com/docs/operations-manual/current/installation/windows
o
o
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HAProxy: In the Neo4j High Availability architecture, the cluster is typically fronted by a
load balancer. The implemented cluster comprised of one server node acting as master
node and 5 slave virtual machine nodes. (Figure 27)
o Running:
 sudo service haproxy {start|stop|reload|restart|status}

o
o
o

 config file located in /etx/haproxy
Version: 1.8
Operating System: Ubuntu 16.04 LTS
www.haproxy.org

FIGURE 27: HAPROXY DISTRIBUTES REQUESTS ACROSS MULTIPLE NEO4J SERVERS AIMING TO OPTIMIZE
RESOURCE USE, MAXIMIZE THROUGHPUT, MINIMIZE RESPONSE TIME AND AVOID OVERLOAD OF ANY
SINGLE RESOURCE



Front End: We have developed a web front end, useful for end users of our application. It
provides a Graphical User Interface
o Based on HTML, Javascript, Vue Javascript framework and other libraries
o Running: it is deployed on our server (and cloud servers as well) and accessible in
http://snf-755174.vm.okeanos.grnet.gr
o Source code available (see below)
o In order to run it locally you have to:
 Copy index.html, functions.js and style.css in the same folder
 Edit functions.js switching the server address to the IP that runs the nodered service
 Run the index.html file with any browser (tested on Chrome and Firefox)



Okeanos: We have deployed our Node-Red and Neo4j services to Okeanos cloud service
for Greek Research and Academic Community
o https://okeanos.grnet.gr/home/

4.1.3

User Manual

We have populated our database using open data and user-generated content. Regarding open
data sources we have followed three approaches:
1) We integrated Neo4j in Node-Red flows and used predefined nodes provided by organizations
and sites for weather in many regions.
2) We developed Cypher queries to access files of data and insert them in the database.
3) We have collected data from sensors using MQTT protocol.
Open Data sources:
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Open Weather Map
o openweathermap.org

o
o

It offers a special node, which regularly sends queries to the weather database of
openweathermap.org and collects weather data for a specific region
Temperature, Humidity, Pressure, visibility, wind speed, wind direction, sky cloud
coverage

FIGURE 28: AN EXAMPLE OF TEMPLAT






Weather Underground
o www.wunderground.com
o It offers a special node, which regularly sends queries to the weather database of
wunderground.com and collects weather data for a specific region
o Temperature, Humidity, Pressure, visibility, wind speed, wind direction, sky cloud
coverage, solar, UV
o
darksky.net
o Similar functionality to the previous two providers
http://www.londonair.org.uk/LondonAir/Default.aspx

Regarding user-generated content we have used Node-Red flows. In order to effectively transmit
data that are being exchanged between the sensors as well as the main system, the MQTT protocol
is utilized (http://mqtt.org/). MQTT is a lightweight publish and subscribe messaging protocol for
use on top of the TCP/IP protocol, and is ideal for use with low power sensors with limited
resources such as the sensors in the solution we are implementing. MQTT is based on the principle
of publishing messages and subscribing to topics. The devices transmit data in the MQTT broker
using a JSON format. An example of a JSON message, its format and included information is
presented below:
{"estate":"Dalehead","hid":"cbegt3WqEPlM","ts":1483729805,"heatmeter":{"returnTemp":"20.5
","flowRate":"297","flowTemp":"75.7","ts":"1483729805","instant":"9280","cumulative":"30503
"}}
Two kinds of devices are being used in this implementation, sensors and heat-meters. The
information includes the unique identity of the house which transmits the data and information
about the type of the device, which can be either capturing information about the external
temperature or humidity. The message also includes the actual numerical values the device
captures.

4.1.4

Download - Source Code

The source code of the Recommendation Service can be found in Github at
https://github.com/RecommendationIoT
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4.1.5

Licensing information

Since ICCS/NTUA is a non-profit Academic Research Body, we will be releasing all related
BigClouT results as open source contributions under Open Source licenses. Concretely, permissive
licenses, as are not restrictive licenses and it can be used to create a proprietary good, allowing a
commercial exploitation and ensuring high impact. Examples of those are: Apache, BSD, etc.

5 Visualization
5.1 KNOWAGE
5.1.1

Demonstration

This section illustrates the output of the analysis defined for the scenario described in section
3.1.3; as reported in the same section, this scenario is not intended to be the final one and it might
be susceptible to changes.
5.1.1.1

Demonstration – Cockpit

The cockpit presented in this section is built considering information about Fujisawa’s city road
damages analysed as described in section 3.1.3.2. The output of the analysis is depicted in Figure
29.

FIGURE 29: FUJISAWA DEMONSTRATOR COCKPIT

The map widget reported in Figure 29 underlines the most critical areas in the city. By clicking on
a feature, the user can access additional details (Figure 30), such as the average "Damage
Probability" of the selected area.
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FIGURE 30: FUJISAWA COCKPIT - FEATURE DETAIL

The pie chart (reported in Figure 31) depicts the percentage of the areas classified according to
three categories described in section 3.1.3.2: Low Risk (green), Medium Risk (yellow) and High
Risk (red) areas.

FIGURE 31: FUJISAWA COCKPIT - PIE CHART

Finally, the table widget reports the ordered list of the most critical city areas, providing
information about the number of measurements collected in each area, for each of the three
categories: High, Medium and Low.
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FIGURE 32: FUJISAWA COCKPIT – TABLE

In order to export the results, the user can click on the menu button on the top right corner of the
cockpit (Figure 33), in order to export the information.

FIGURE 33: FUJISAWA COCKPIT - EXPORT

5.1.2

Package information and Installation instructions

As already described in section 3.1.2, KNOWAGE is available in two versions: the Community
Edition (KNOWAGE CE) and the Enterprise Edition (KNOWAGE EE); KNOWAGE CE is freely
available, whereas KNOWAGE EE is available only by subscription. This section, as well as section
3.1, refers to the KNOWAGE CE version of the suite.
In the context of visualization, it is important to underline the differences between the two
versions of the tool. In order to create charts or cockpit, the main framework used by KNOWAGE
is Highcharts JS [23]. This framework is known to be freely available with restrictions, for instance
it is free for personal websites, school sites or non-profit organization sites. Other organizational
sites need a subscription to use Highcharts’ features. The subscription to KNOWAGE EE includes
the commercial license of Highcharts JS. The Community Edition version gives the chance to the
user to choose which visualization framework to be used. Indeed, during the installation of the
tool, through the installation wizard, the user can choose to install Chart.js [24] or Highchart JS, as
depicted in Figure 34.
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FIGURE 34: KNOWAGE CE VISUALIZATION FRAMEWORK

By selecting Highchart JS, with or without the demo contents, the user would need to take care
about its license restrictions.
5.1.3

User Manual

This section of the document covers the basic steps needed to visualize data through the definition
of a Cockpit, detailed information can be found in [11]. A Cockpit is a multi-sheet and interactive
document where the user can build complex visualization by creating, configuring and
customizing several widgets. KNOWAGE provides the following widgets:
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Text: through this widget a user can add text information to the cockpit.
Image: which is used to add images to the cockpit.
Table: which creates a table in the cockpit.
Cross Table: which is used to create cross or pivot tables.
Html: with this widget the user can add custom html to the cockpit.
Document: which is used to add previously created documents to the cockpit.
Chart: which is used to add several charts type into the document.
Map: with this widget dataset containing spatial attribute can be easily displayed in a
map. Map widget is currently in an early stage and it will be released in next versions of
KNOWAGE CE [10].




Selector: which helps creating filters using directly the fields of the used datasets. Using
this approach, the user doesn’t have to define Analytical Drivers.
Active Selections: which shows the current active selections on the cockpit.

This user guide is intended to guide the user in the creation of a Cockpit document and the
configuration of:



Chart widget
Map widget

Cockpit Document
After a successful login, the user will access KNOWAGE’s home page. In order to create a Cockpit
document, the user should open the main menu and click on the Workspace link in the left panel,
as illustrated in Figure 35.

FIGURE 35: KNOWAGE WORKSPACE LINK

The user should than click on the Analysis section and click on the plus button in the top right
corner of the page and select Cockpit. The cockpit interface is an empty page with a toolbar
containing different options as depicted in Figure 36.

FIGURE 36: KNOWAGE COCKPIT TOOLBAR

Starting from left to right, these buttons are used to:
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Clear cache: which cleans the temporary data stored for the cockpit.
Selections: which displays the active selections of the cockpit.
Data configuration: which opens a window where the user can manage datasets, the
association between datasets and the refresh frequency.
General configuration: which opens a window where the user can set the general cockpit
options.
Add widget: which opens a window where the user can select the widget to be added to
the cockpit, as depicted in Figure 37.




Save as: which is used to save the cockpit document.
Cockpit menu: which opens or closes the toolbar.

FIGURE 37: KNOWAGE WIDGET PANEL

The main operations, the user should perform, are related to the management of one or more
datasets and the definition of widgets which are used to display datasets information. Once the
Cockpit is completed the user should save the document inserting the Cockpit name.
Chart Widget
By selecting the chart widget, the chart widget configuration window, depicted in Figure 38, will
appear.

FIGURE 38: KNOWAGE CHART WIDGET WINDOW
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The first step to accomplish is the selection of a Dataset from the appropriate section of the
window. The Chart Engine Designer section is used for selecting the specific chart the user wants
to create, thanks to its Chart inner section. KNOWAGE provides several charts, in particular: Bar,
Chord, Gauge, Heatmap, Line, Parallel, Pie, Radar, Scatter, Sunburst, Treemap and Wordcloud.
Every chart can be customized following the specific needs of the analysis. The Structure inner
section is used to select which field of the dataset the chart should display, selecting one or more
attributes to be used as categories and one or more measurements to be used as data series, as
showed in Figure 39.

FIGURE 39: KNOWAGE CHART STRUCTURE

The Configuration inner section let the user manage several properties of the chart such as the
title, the font, the legend and the “no-data message”, as illustrated in Figure 40.

FIGURE 40: KNOWAGE CHART CONFIGURATION

The Advanced inner section shows a JSON representation of the configured chart, Figure 41.
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FIGURE 41: KNOWAGE ADVANCED CHART PROPERTIES

Map Widget
To create a map widget the user should select the specific widget from the window depicted in
Figure 38. By selecting the map, the window of the Figure 42 will appear.

FIGURE 42: KNOWAGE MAP WIDGET WINDOW

The user has click on the Add Layer button to select one or more layer to be displayed in the map.
A layer in this context refers to a Dataset with a field configured as a spatial attribute. Adding a
layer and clicking on the metadata button the user can configure the measures or the attributes
to be displayed on the map, for instance, Figure 43 shows an example.
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FIGURE 43: KNOWAGE MAP METADATA CONFIGURATION

By clicking on the style button, the user can choose the way the measurements should to be
displayed on the map, Figure 44. Several options are available for the visualization of the
measurements in the map, the most common one is the simple marker but the user can use also
clusters or heatmaps.

FIGURE 44: KNOWAGE MAP STYLE CONFIGURATION

Additional and more detailed information about the usage of KNOWAGE can be found in [11]

5.1.4

Download – Source Code Repository

As previously defined in section 3.1.4, the installation packages of KNOWAGE CE (current stable
version 6.1, whereas version 6.2 is release candidate) are available at [4], whereas its source code
is available on a dedicated GitHub page [12].
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5.1.5

Licensing information

Source code of KNOWAGE CE is released under the terms of GNU Affero GPL v3 [13] and with this
version of the tool the user must be aware of the usage restrictions of Highchart JS. The
subscription to KNOWAGE EE already includes the commercial license of Highcharts JS.
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6 Context Management and self-awareness
6.1 “Deep on Edge” Delivery and Usage
6.1.1

Demonstration – Demonstrator

When the DeepOnEdge system is initialized with the specific command, it starts capturing the
video image (input from the video capture device) in per-frame basis.
DeepOnEdge opens a window on the screen, illustrated as follows. Frame-by-frame basis, the
result of road marking damage detection will be displayed.
In case that any damage is detected, as show in Figure 45, DeepOnEdge shows the result “damage”
with detection confidence (e.g., 56.8% in this figure).

FIGURE 45: THE CAPTURED ROAD IMAGE WITH DETECTED DAMAGE ON THE ROAD MARKINGS.

In case that any damage is not detected, as show in Figure 46, DeepOnEdge shows the result “no
damage” with detection confidence (e.g., 90.3% in this figure).
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FIGURE 46: THE CAPTURED ROAD IMAGE WITHOUT ANY DETECTED DAMAGE ON THE ROAD MARKINGS.

6.1.2

Package information and Installation instructions

Package information and installation instructions.





(OS) DeepOnEdge does not need to be installed but be placed in a directory with the right
permission to be executed. What has to be paid attention to is using the appropriate OS:
e.g. Ubuntu, CentOS or other Linux and MacOS are supported.
(python) The basic prerequisite for DeepOnEdge is python3. More specifically, the python
version used is 3.5 or 3.6.
(Required modules) On the operating system, DeepOnEdge needs the following modules:
o pytorch version >= 0.4
o opencv version >= 3.2
o numpy >= 1.11
These modules can be installed by pip or conda install.

6.1.3

User Manual

Setting-up / Initialisation / Instantiation instructions.
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Set-up
 Make the attached camera recognized by DeepOnEdge.
Execution
 From the command line, stat DeepOnEdge with the following command.
$ python main.py
Expected Input / Output.
 Input
 Video image capturing the road surface.
 Specification
 Image quality (resolution): 640 pixel x 480 pixel (or better)

 Frame speed: 10fps (or better)
Output
 Showing the captured video on the screen
 Result of the real-time edge processing containing the detection result of road
markings damages.
 Caption “Damage” if a marking is detected to be damaged.
 Caption “No Damage” if a marking is detected not to be damaged.
Available Modes / Commands
 None




6.1.4

Download – Source Code Repository

The source code of DeepOnEdge can be found in Github at
https://github.com/makora9143/DeepOnEdge
6.1.5

Licensing information

Currently, DeepOnEdge is distributed as closed source software. However, first discussions have
been carried out by A Partner of the Consortium in order to release it as Open Source software.
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7 Conclusions
This deliverable has presented the prototypes and demonstrators of the city data processing
module in the BigClouT architecture. The role of the modules is to apply high-level analysis over
city data to extract city knowledge. The demonstrations have shown that the functionalities of city
data processing module can process city data and successfully extract useful knowledge from city
data by way of aggregation, event detection, recommendation, machine learning, etc.
The source codes of the prototypes and demonstrations are basically provided online. Therefore,
the provided functionalities can be easily reused and exploited to other cities in EU and Japan, as
well as in other countries.
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